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Electronic band structure of isolated and bundled carbon nanotubes
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We study the electronic dispersion in chiral and achiral isolated nanotubes as well as in carbon nanotube
bundles. The curvature of the nanotube wall is found not only to reduce the band gap of the tubes by
hybridization, but also to alter the energies of the electronic states responsible for transitions in the visible
energy range. Even for nanotubes with larger diameters~1–1.5 nm! a shift of the energy levels of'100 meV
is obtained in ourab initio calculations. Bundling of the tubes to ropes results in a further decrease of the
energy gap in semiconducting nanotubes; the bundle of~10,0! nanotubes is even found to be metallic. The
intratube dispersion, which is on the order of 100 meV, is expected to significantly broaden the density of states
and the optical absorption bands in bundled tubes. We compare our results to scanning tunneling microscopy
and Raman experiments, and discuss the limits of the tight-binding model including onlyp orbitals of
graphene.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electronic structure of carbon nanotubes is charac
ized by a series of bands arising from the confinem
around the nanotube’s circumference. The critical points
isolated nanotubes, which are at theG point, the Brillouin-
zone boundary, and sometimes also atkz'2p/3, give rise to
the square-root-like singularities in the density of states ty
cal for one-dimensional systems.1,2 These singularities were
directly studied by scanning tunneling experiments.3–5 Re-
cently more subtle structures like the secondary gap at
Fermi level were also observed.6 Ouyanget al.6 compared
the density of states of an~8,8! nanotube isolated on a sub
strate with one residing on top of a tube bundle. Th
showed that, indeed, a secondary gap opens up in bun
armchair tubes as predicted by Delaneyet al.7,8 The second
experimental method used widely to study the electronic
persion encompasses optical experiments and Ra
scattering.9–13 Naturally, optical methods probe the ele
tronic dispersion only indirectly via absorption from the v
lence to conduction states. When the experimental findi
are compared to a theoretical band structure, usually a ti
binding approximation of the graphitep orbitals is
employed.1,14–16The electronic energies obtained in this a
proximation are the same as those of thep states of graphite
with that tight-binding model, when the boundary conditio
around the circumference are considered. This simple pic
is frequently expanded to small tubes~diameterd

,
'10 Å)

and to bundles of tubes, although Blaseet al.17 showed con-
vincingly that rehybridization has a significant effect on t
electronic states. Also ignored in this approach are intram
lecular dispersions which are known to be quite large in so
C60 and graphite.18,19On the other hand, first-principles stud
ies, which do not have these deficiencies, of the electro
bands in ideal carbon nanotubes are extremely rare. B
et al.17 studied the rehybridization effects in small zigz
nanotubes. They showed that the curvature of the nano
0163-1829/2002/65~15!/155411~11!/$20.00 65 1554
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wall strongly alters the band structure by mixing thep* and
s* graphene states. In contrast, Mintmire and White c
cluded from all-electron calculations of armchair tubes t
the differences between first principles and tight-binding c
culations are negligible for small enough energies.20 The
tight-binding overlap integralg052.5 eV, which they ex-
tracted from their calculations, agrees nicely with scann
tunneling microscopy~STM! measurements, but is 15 %
smaller than the value found in optical experiments.9,10 Com-
bined density-functional-theory~DFT! and parametrized
techniques were used to calculate the electronic band s
ture of bundles of~10,10! tubes.8,21 These studies focused o
valence- and conduction-band crossing at the Fermi le
and the secondary gap in bundled armchair tubes.

Here we report on a detailed study of the band structure
single walled nanotubes and nanotube bundles. We ca
lated the electronic dispersion for achiral as well as ch
nanotubes to investigate the effects of curvature and in
tube interaction on the electronic properties. The curvatu
induceds-p hybridization is found to have the most pro
nounced effects on zigzag nanotubes, where we find a st
downshift of the conduction bands, whereas the electro
band structure is less affected in armchair and chiral na
tubes. Bundling of the nanotubes to ropes further decrea
the separation of the conduction and valence bands aro
the Fermi level. The dispersion perpendicular to the na
tube axis is of similar strength as in otherp-bonded carbon
material ranging from 200 meV, as calculated for bundles
chiral tubes to 1 eV in armchair nanotube bundles. We co
pare our findings to scanning tunneling and optical exp
ments. In particular, we discuss the limits of the tight-bindi
approximation, neglecting the curvature of the nanotube w
and the coupling between the tubes in a nanorope.

In Sec. II we describe the computational method used
this work. The band structure of various isolated nanotube
presented in Sec. III, and compared to zone-folding
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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S. REICH, C. THOMSEN, AND P. ORDEJO´ N PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 155411
graphene and tight-binding calculations. In Sec. IV we d
cuss the band structure of bundles of~10,0!, ~6,6!, and~8,4!
nanotubes along thekz direction and in the perpendicula
plane. We compare our results to two selected experimen
STM measurements by Odomet al.5 and Raman scatterin
by Jorioet al.22—in Sec. V. Section VI summarizes our wor
and contains our conclusions.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

DFT calculations were performed with theSIESTA ab ini-
tio package.23 We used the local-density approximation p
rametrized by Perdew and Zunger24 and nonlocal norm-
conserving pseudopotentials.25 The valence electrons wer
described by localized pseudoatomic orbitals with a doub
z singly polarized~DZP! basis set.26 Basis sets of this size
have been shown to yield structures and total energie
good agreement with those of standard plane-w
calculations.27 The cutoff radii for thes andp orbitals were
5.1 and 6.25 a.u., respectively. These radii correspond
50-meV energy shift~i.e., an increase in the energy of th
electron energy levels by localization in the free atom!,26

which was chosen as the one that minimizes the total en
for a graphene sheet, at the given DZP basis level. Increa
the cutoff of the orbitals only changes thetotal energies of
the nanotubes considered here by less than 0.1 eV/atom
has virtually no effect on the structure and energies of
electronic states. Real-space integration was performed
regular grid corresponding to a plane-wave cutoff arou
250 Ry, for which the structural relaxations and the el
tronic energies are fully converged. For the total energy c
culations of isolated tubes we used between 1~chiral tubes!
and 30~armchair! k points along thekz direction. The metal-
lic bundles@~6,6! and ~10,0! tubes# were sampled by a 10
310330 Monkhorst-Pack28 k grid; only the G point was
included for the semiconducting~8,4! nanotube bundle.

For the isolated tube we calculated the theoretical lat
constant and relaxed the atomic coordinates until the fo
were below 0.04 eV/Å. For graphene, we obtained
carbon-carbon distance of 1.424 Å. The nanotube radii
translational periodicity agreed to within 1 % with the e
pected values for an ideal cylinder~see Table I in Sec. III and
also Table I in Ref. 29!. The bundled tubes were relaxed b
a conjugate gradient minimization until each component
the stress tensor was below 0.02 GPa and the atomic fo
,0.04 eV/Å. The circular cross section of the bundl
tubes was slightly hexagonally distorted. The atomic po
tions of the bundled tubes were used for band-structure
culations of the isolated tubes as well to exclude any effe
of polygonization.30 However, for the~10,0! tube, where the
hexagonal distortion was largest(1%), wecompared the re-
sults obtained with the two sets of atomic coordinates,
found no differences worth mentioning.

The nanotube bundles were constructed from one in
vidual tube placed in the hexagonal bundle unit cell. T
wall-to-wall distance between the tubes we calculated
3.1 Å, slightly smaller than in graphite with the same ba
set (3.3 Å). The chosen unit cell always preserves the h
zontal mirror plane in achiral nanotubes; additionally, t
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tubes might be rotated around theirz axis to yield arrange-
ments of particular high or low symmetry. In the calculatio
of the ~6,6! nanotube bundles we used the highest symme
packing (D6h). The ~8,4! tubes were placed according toD2
instead ofD56 in the isolated nanotube. Finally, the~10,0!
nanotube bundle was maximally disordered with respec
rotation (C2h , i.e., no vertical planes or horizontal rotatio
axes!.

In the band structure calculations we used 10 to 30k
points along thez direction for the chiral~8,4! and ~10,5!
nanotubes, 45 for the zigzag~10,0! and~19,0! nanotubes, and
60 for the armchair~6,6! tube. In the perpendicular directio
we included a total of 30 points for theGM , MK, andKG
directions. This sampling was sometimes not fully sufficie
to describe accurately the crossing of the bands in the inte
of the Brillouin zone. We recalculated parts of the Brillou
zone with a finer mesh, and found no level anticrossing wh
not explicitly stated in the text.31 Only for one of the tubes
discussed in this work were other first-principles band str
tures available. For the~10,0! tube and graphite we found a
excellent agreement with pseudopotential plane-w
calculations.19,32We also compared the band structure of t
~6,6! armchair tube to the all-electron calculations of Ref. 2
where a series of larger diameter armchair tubes was in
tigated. The general features are reproduced in our calc
tions as well.

III. ISOLATED NANOTUBES

In this section we first discuss the band structure of t
small achiral nanotubes, paying particular attention to
effects of rehybridization. The calculated band structure
two chiral nanotubes with a diameterd'8 Å are presented
in a separate subsection. Finally, the electronic dispersio
the optical range of a~19,0! tube is investigated.

A. Achiral nanotubes

In Fig. 1~b! we show the band structure of an isolat
~10,0! nanotube. Figure 1~a! contains the graphene electron
dispersion folded once along theGM direction, and Fig. 1~c!
the tight-binding description including only thep orbitals.
The dots in Fig. 1~b! indicate nondegenerate bands wi
quantum numberm50,n. TheG point (kz50) of the nano-
tube for these bands corresponds to theG and M points of
graphene, since the perpendicular, quantized wave vectok'

is given byk'5m(k1 /n11k2/2n1) for (n1,0) zigzag tubes,
where k1 and k2 are the reciprocal-lattice vectors o
graphene. The wave vector along the nanotube axis is pa
lel to k2. If the curvature of the nanotube wall is neglecte
the band structure of the zigzag tube for the bands co
sponding tom50,n ~that is, the nondegenerate bands! would
be the same as those of graphene along theG-M direction
@dotted bands in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#. Nanotube bands with
otherm’s would also have their counterpart in the graphe
band structure, but we will only analyze the comparison
them50,n bands for simplicity. Below the Fermi energy th
~10,0! electronic dispersion agrees quite well with the co
finement picture, in particular in the low energy region. Co
1-2
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ELECTRONIC BAND STRUCTURE OF ISOLATED AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 155411
FIG. 1. Band structure of a~10,0! isolated nanotube compared to a zone-folding and tight-binding calculation.~a! Ab initio graphene
electronic dispersion along theGM direction folded at the middle of the Brillouin zone; closed~open! symbols correspond to the firs
~second! half of the graphene Brillouin zone, i.e., 0<k<p/3a0 (p/3a0<k<2p/3a0), wherea052.47 Å is the lattice constant of graphen
~b! Ab initio calculation of a~10,0! nanotube. The dots mark the electronic bands withm50,n quantum number, which in a zone-foldin
approximation should have the same dispersion as the graphene band structure shown in~a!. ~c! Tight-binding calculation of the~10,0!
nanotube including only thep orbitals of graphene withg052.7 eV. The dots indicate the bands withm50,n. The lattice constanta
54.27 Å in ~a!, ~b!, and~c!.
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respondingly, the tight-binding model, which is adjusted
reproduce the graphite electronic dispersion, gives an
equate description of the nanotube band structure belowEF .
The conduction bands, however, are strongly affected by
rolling up of the graphene sheet. It was already pointed
by Blaseet al.17 that the rehybridization in small nanotube
shifts thep* and s* bands to lower and higher energie
respectively. The energies of thep* states in graphene in th
~10,0! tube at theG point are downshifted by'1 eV for the
m5n and by '4.4 eV for the m50 band. While these
bands are most strongly affected by the curvature of the tu
others are almost unchanged when comparing Figs. 1~a! and
1~b!. In particular, one of the degenerate graphenes* bands
at 8.14 eV in our calculation is almost at the same energ
the ~10,0! nanotube, and shows a similark dependence. The
tight-binding model is not able to reproduce the band str
ture of the tube above the Fermi level. The differences
energy at theG point, which is the critical point from which
the singularities in the density of states originate, are va
exaggerated by omitting the rehybridization~also see
Sec. IV!.
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To study the effect of curvature on the band structure o
nanotube more systematically, in Fig. 2 we show the sa
calculations for a~6,6! armchair nanotube. The tube’skz di-
rection is now along theGKM line of graphene. The
graphene Fermi point atK is thus always included in the
allowed states of an armchair tube, making these tu
metallic.1 When comparing the graphene dispersion to
nondegenerate bands of the~6,6! tube@indicated by the dots
in Fig. 2~b!#, the overall agreement seems to be much be
than for the zigzag tube discussed above. In particular,
folded bands of graphene@see the open symbols in Fig. 2~a!#,
are almost unaffected by the curvature. BelowEF even the
accidental degeneracy of thep bands at the corner of th
Brillouin zone is reproduced by theab initio calculations.
Nevertheless, above the Fermi level thep* conduction band
is downshifted by 4.7 eV as in the zigzag tube. Table I li
some selected electronic energies in~10,0! and the ~6,6!
nanotubes, and compares them to the graphene values
general trend as observed in Figs. 1 and 2 is reflected in
explicit values given in Table I, i.e.,~i! the valence bands o
carbon nanotubes are well described in a zone-folding
ht-

at

e

FIG. 2. Band structure of a~6,6! isolated
nanotube compared to a zone-folding and tig
binding approximation.~a! Grapheneab initio
calculation of the band structure along theGKM
direction folded at (k12k2)/4. Closed ~open!
symbols correspond to the bands originating
the G ~M! point of graphene.~b! Ab initio calcu-
lation of an isolated~6,6! nanotube. The dots in-
dicate them50,n bands, which correspond to th
graphene dispersion shown in~a!. ~c! Tight-
binding approximation of the same tube withg0

52.7 eV. The lattice constanta52.47 Å in ~a!,
~b!, and~c!.
1-3
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S. REICH, C. THOMSEN, AND P. ORDEJO´ N PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 155411
proximation; ~ii ! for the electronic bands originating from
the G point of graphene, the upshift of thes* and the cor-
responding downshift of thep* states is similar for armchai
and zigzag tubes with the same radius; and~iii ! the conduc-
tion bands derived from the grapheneM point are strongly
downshifted in the zigzag tube, whereas they are close
graphene in the~6,6! nanotube.

In Fig. 3 we give an expanded view of the band struct
in the energy range of thep* ands* bands at the graphen
G point; the x axis represent 4/10 of the~10,0! and ~6,6!
Brillouin zones. Full lines show the graphene band struct
along the high-symmetry directions; the gray dots are
nondegenerate bands of the~10,0! ~left! and ~6,6! ~right!
nanotubes. The graphene bands are labeled by their irre
ible representations at theG point and along theGM direc-
tion for the zigzag tube, and theGK direction for the arm-
chair tube. In this picture the graphene dispersion was
folded to keep the figure as simple as possible. In the
larged picture it is apparent that, e.g., theG2

1 state and one o

TABLE I. Selected electronic energies at theG andM points of
graphene compared to theG-point energies in nanotubes. In a zon
folding approximation the energy difference between graphene
a nanotube is expected to vanish. The twofold degeneracy of thes*
conduction bands is lifted in carbon nanotubes. The calculated
ameter of the nanotubes is given in the second column.

Conduction Valence
G M G M

d(Å) p(eV) s(eV) p(eV) p(eV) s(eV) p(eV)

Graphene 11.3 8.2 1.7 27.5 23.2 22.3
~10,0! 7.8 7.0 10.3 7.7 0.6 27.8 23.2 22.3
~6,6! 8.2 6.6 8.1 10.3 1.5 27.8 23.2 22.1
~8,4! 8.4 6.8 10.3 8.1 1.6 27.7 23.2 22.3
~9,3! 8.5 7.0 10.2 7.9 1.7 27.8 23.3 22.1
~10,5! 10.4 7.2 10.5 8.1 1.6 27.7 23.2 22.3
~19,0! 14.9 7.5 10.2 8.2 1.4 27.6 23.2 22.4

FIG. 3. Electronic dispersion of graphene~full lines! around the
G point in the energy range of the lowest-lying conduction ban
The GM direction is displayed to the left together with the nond
generate bands in a~10,0! nanotube~gray dots!. To the right theGK
electronic dispersion of graphene and the nondegenerate band
~6,6! armchair tube~gray dots! are shown. The irreducible represe
tations of the graphene electronic bands are given in Slater’s n
tion ~Ref. 33!.
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the bands forming the degenerateG6
2 state in graphene hav

similar energies and dispersions in graphene and in the tu
In contrast, theG4

1 band (p* ) and the secondG6
2 state are

shifted by the rehybridization. To understand this differe
behavior, let us consider the symmetry lowering by cuttin
graphene sheet and rolling it up to a nanotube. By doing
we lose all rotations by angles other than 180° and all
erations changing the graphenez coordinate likesh or the
primed rotations. In achiral nanotubes we preserve refl
tions perpendicular to thex and y axes. This is a somehow
local description of the symmetry of a curved sheet, since
point groups of nanotubes involve translational symme
operations of graphene.31 For the present purpose, howeve
this picture is sufficient. In the lower symmetry groupG6

2

andG4
1 belong to the same representation which is differ

from the originalG2
1 irreducible representation. A mixing

and band repulsion can thus be expected for the two for
bands. In the interior of the Brillouin zoneT1 andT3 ~along
the GK direction! andS2 andS4 (GM ) are correlated with
the same representation. The behavior as expected by
metry is nicely seen in Fig. 3. At theG point the 21 state is
pinned at its graphene energy, whereas a mixing and b
repulsion is obvious for the 41 and 62 states. The mixing is
only found for theS4 and theT1 band in the zigzag and
armchair nanotube, respectively, as predicted. In the~10,0!
nanotube the symmetry analysis given so far is valid for
kz , and thep conduction band as a whole is expected to
downshifted. In armchair nanotubes, after passing,K-point
mixing is forbidden by symmetry even for the bent sheet
the bands within'10 eV of thep* states. Their electronic
energies corresponding to the grapheneM point are thus
more weakly affected by band repulsion, as we found in
ab initio calculations.

B. Chiral nanotubes

In Table I we include the electronic energies of the calc
lated (n1 ,n2) chiral nanotubes corresponding to theG andM
point of graphene. Both high-symmetry points are alwa
allowed states in carbon nanotubes. For theG point this is
trivial, while for the M point it can be understood in th
following way. Consider a graphene wave vector pointing
the direction of the nanotube circumferential, quantiz
wave vector,

k'5
2n11n2

qnR k11
2n21n1

qnR k2 , ~1!

where n is the greatest common divisor ofn1 and n2 , R
53 if (n12n2)/3n integer andR51 otherwise, andq is the
number of graphene hexagons in the unit cell of t
nanotube.15 The graphene points in reciprocal space cor
sponding to theG point of the nanotube are given bykG

5mk' (m integer and2q/2,m<q/2). Let us assume tha
we are dealing with aR51 nanotube. TheG point of the
band withm5q/2 is then given by

kG~q/2!5
1

n S 2n11n2

2
k11

2n21n1

2
k2D

nd

i-

.
-

of a

ta-
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ELECTRONIC BAND STRUCTURE OF ISOLATED AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 155411
5G1
1

n S n2

2
k11

n1

2
k2D , ~2!

whereG is a reciprocal-lattice vector of graphene. The po
sible solution of Eq.~2! after subtracting reciprocal-lattic
vectors arek1/2, k2/2, and (k11k2)/2. All three yield theM
point of graphene. For the tube withR53 the same can be
proven by using the condition that (n12n2)/3n is an integer.
Therefore we can—as in achiral nanotubes—directly co
pare the graphene electronic energies to theab initio calcu-
lations of the chiral nanotubes to estimate the effect of
bridization. As can be seen in Table I, the curvature-indu
shift of the nondegenerate bands is of similar magnitude
chiral and achiral nanotubes of similar diameters. For thep*
band originating from theG point of graphene, the achira
tubes seem to indicate the two limiting cases with the str
gest downshift in the~6,6! armchair and the weakest in th
~10,0! zigzag tube. However, neither of the two chiral tub
exhibits large differences from the zone-folding approxim
tion for the bands derived from theM point of graphene. The
~10,0! zigzag tube is clearly singled out here compared
chiral or armchair tubes.

The full electronic dispersion for~9,3! and ~8,4! nano-
tubes is shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, respectively. In the
inset in Fig. 4~b! the secondary gap of 20 meV can be se
induced in the~9,3! nanotube by curvature. The magnitud
of the band gap is smaller than recently estimated by Kle
and Eggert,34 who considered the geometric effect of hybri
ization on the secondary gap. Using their relation we fin
band gap on the order of 100 meV. The discrepancies m
partly be due to the usual local-density-approximat
~LDA ! problem of underestimating gap energies and pa
to the band repulsion which was not considered by Klei
and Eggert.34

FIG. 4. Ab initio band structure of two chiral nanotubes.~a!
~9,3! quasimetallic nanotube (a515.44 Å). The inset~vertical
scale 635 meV) shows the secondary gap at the Fermi le
evolving because of the curvature of the nanotube wall.~b! ~8,4!
semiconducting nanotube (a511.30 Å). The open dots in~a! and
~b! indicate the energy of the nondegenerate states at theG point;
see Table I
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The energies of the next highest valence and conduc
bands at theG point are remarkable asymmetric with respe
to the Fermi level. The asymmetry is particularly pronounc
in the ~9,3! nanotube, but visible in the~8,4! tube as well.
Two reasons account for the different behaviors below a
above the Fermi level. First, the graphene electronic disp
sion is slightly different for the valence and conductio
bands. Second, the higher bands move toward the Fe
level because of the curvature. For example, in the~8,4! tube
the third singularities below and aboveEF are within zone
folding at 21.59 and 1.45 eV. In theab initio calculation of
the tube the valence energy is approximately the same a
the zone-folding calculation, whereas the conduction ban
further lowered and has an energy of 1.22 eV in Fig. 4~b!. A
very similar shift is observed for the first singularity in th
~9,3! tube; again the valence-band energies are the sa
while we find a difference of 0.20 eV between the zon
folded andab initio-calculated conduction band. Note th
these singularities are usually probed by optical experime
they are responsible for the resonant Raman scattering in
red ~metallic resonance! and blue energy ranges.

C. Diameter dependence

Up to now, we considered only nanotubes with small
ameters. In this section we discuss the band structure
~19,0! nanotube which has a diameter more typical of r
nanotube samples (d514.9 Å). We selected a zigzag tub
because, as we showed in Sec. III B, the hybridization effe
are largest for these tubes. The~19,0! nanotube, in this sense
serves as a worst case scenario for judging how stron
curvature influences the band structure of real nanotube

Although the curvature of the~19,0! nanotube is consid-
erably smaller than that of the~10,0! nanotube or any othe
nanotube discussed so far, we still find a downshift of thep*
band at theG point of 3.8 eV and an upshift of one of thes*
states by 2 eV~see Table I!. These two values are not s
much different from the small diameter nanotubes as mi
be expected. As we discussed in Sec. III A this can be un
stood by the lower symmetry in a curved sheet. The diff
ence in energy between the zone-folding approximation
theab initio calculation for the nondegenerate band origin
ing from theM point of graphene, however, is much reduc
in the ~19,0! tube ~0.3 eV! when compared to the~10,0!
nanotube~1.1 eV!.

In Fig. 5 we present the band structure within 2 eV arou
the Fermi level, i.e., in the optical energy range where ma
experiments have been performed. Figure 5~a! shows the
conduction bands labeled by theirm quantum numbers; in
Fig. 5~b! the valence bands are displayed@they scale is nega-
tive in Fig. 5~b!#. The gray dots indicate the position of th
electronic states at theG point obtained within the zone
folding approximation from theab initio calculation of
graphene. Below the Fermi level zone folding very nice
describes the first-principles results. For the conduct
bands withm514 and 15, clear deviations are seen. This
easily understood, since in a zigzag tube the bands withm
>q/3 have ak' which is on the line between theK and the
M point in graphene, see Eq.~2!. The energy of theM point

l
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is most strongly changed by the hybridization in the~19,0!
nanotube and, hence, the closer the confinement wave v
is to M the larger the expected energy shift. In the pres
example,k''0.2KM and 0.4KM for a band withm514
and 15, respectively. Bands with anm quantum number be
tween 16 and 19, together with them511 band form the
group of bands at 1.34 eV in Fig. 5~a!.

An interesting point arises when we fit the electronic e
ergiesEm at theG point by the tight-binding approximation
to test its validity. For zigzag tubes atkz50 the energies are
given by15

uEmu5g0~112 cosmp/n!. ~3!

Theg0 we obtain increases monotonically from 2.4 to 2.6
betweenm513 and 11~them515 band shown in Fig. 5 ha
again a lower value!. STM studies often concentrated on th
lowest singularities in the density of states, while optic
experiments are sensitive to the bands higher in energy.
increase ing0 is probably one reason for the smaller overl
integral found in STM compared to Raman experiments.

IV. BUNDLED NANOTUBES

A bundling of the nanotubes to ropes induces furth
changes in the electronic dispersion along the tubes axis.
most prominent example is the opening of a pseudoga
armchair nanotubes.8,21 We also discuss the differences f
the higher valence and conduction bands before turning
the dispersion perpendicular to thez axis.

A. Dispersion alongkz

In Fig. 6~a! we show the band structure of a bundle
~6,6! armchair tubes and that of an isolated tube in Fig. 6~b!.
The nondegenerate states in both figures are indicated
small dots. When comparing bundled and isolated nanotu
a number of differences are apparent:~i! the first valence and
conduction bands cross slightly above the Fermi level~70
meV! in the bundles of tubes;~ii ! a further shift of the va-
lence bands is observed, which is most pronounced for

FIG. 5. Band structure in the optical energy range of a~19,0!
nanotube by first-principles calculation.~a! Conduction bands
within 2 eV of the Fermi level. The labels indicate them quantum
numbers of the conduction bands;m511 refers to the second
lowest band in energy in the group of bands at 1.34 eV (G point!.
The other bands with aG point energy'1.34 eV have quantum
numbers betweenm516 and 19~not explicitly labeled in the fig-
ure!. ~b! Same as~a!, but for the valence bands. The gray dots sh
the zone-folding electronic energies at theG point.
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nondegenerate bands; and~iii ! one of the doubly degenerat
states in the isolated tubes splits in the bundle.

At first sight it might seem surprising that we do not o
tain a secondary band gap in the nanotube bundles, but
pointed out by Delaneyet al.7,8—this is simply due to the
high-symmetry configuration we used for the bundles.
arranged the~6,6! tubes in a hexagonal lattice which full
preserves theD6h symmetry of the hexagonal packing, i.e
half of the original mirror symmetries perpendicular to thez
axis are also symmetry operations of the bundles. The e
tronic wave functions can still be classified as even or o
with respect to these reflections, allowing a crossing of
two bands at high-symmetry lines in the Brillouin zone.7,8

Another example of such a crossing is seen at 7 eV, roug
in the middle of the Brillouin zone, in Fig. 6~a!. The p* -
derived band, which has an odd parity undersv crosses with
one of thes* bands; the latter is downshifted by interactio
between the tubes. The two newly obtained nondegene
bands in the bundles of armchair tubes (G point energy 5.60
and 6.46 eV! originate from the doubly degenerate ban
with the quantum numberm53 ~6.10 eV!. In the new point
group they are correlated with theB1 andB2 representations
(kEAn

and kEBn
in the line group notation!.15 Likewise, m

and (62m) now belong to the same representation, wh
opens up small gaps at the zone boundary. The compatib
between the nanotube symmetry group and the hexag
packing is, however, a special case, becauseD6h is a sub-
group of the~6,6! tube. In general, the symmetry is at lea
reduced toD2h for achiral tubes andD2 for chiral tubes,
even in the highest symmetry configuration. These gro
have only nondegenerate representations, and hence th
generacy will be lifted for all bands in a general tube, wh
it is bundled. An interesting question is how strongly t
bundle band structure, in particular that perpendicular tokz ,
depends on the relative orientation of the tubes. The calc
tions by Delaneyet al.7,8 showed only a weak dependence
the density of states in armchair bundles on tube rotation
break theD6h symmetry of the~6,6! bundle, we rotated the
tubes within the unit cell by 5°. For this arrangement w
calculated the band structure along thekz direction without
further structural relaxation.35 The small rotation opened u

FIG. 6. Dispersion along thekz axis for ~a! a bundle of~6,6!
armchair tubes, and~b! the isolated armchair tube. Nondegenera
bands are indicated by the closed dots. The Fermi level which
25.79 eV in the bundle, but25.12 eV in the single tube was se
to zero. Note that the crossing of the valence and conduction ba
occurs slightly~70 meV! above the Fermi level at the Fermi wav
vectorkzF50.73 Å2150.57p/a.
1-6
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TABLE II. Critical-point energies around the Fermi level. The table compares results of the zone-fo
approximation including only thep orbitals of graphene (p orbitals, g052.7 eV), zone folding of the
graphene band structure calculated withSIESTA ~folding!, theab initio result of an isolated tube@ai ~single!#,
and theab initio calculation of bundles of tubes@ai ~bundle!#. For the bundle the mean value for split ban
was given; when the splitting was.0.1 eV, we included the splitting in parentheses. For each tube the
are ordered by the energies of the tight-binding approximation for the graphenep orbitals.

Tube umu Electronic energies at critical points~eV!

p orbitals folding ai ~single! ai ~bundle! p orbitals folding ai ~single! ai ~bundle!

~6,6! 5 1.35 1.13 1.05 0.89 21.35 21.24 21.23 21.16
6 2.34 1.58 1.34 1.27 22.34 22.06 22.07 22.13

~10,0! 7 0.47 0.43 0.38 0.43~0.21! 20.47 20.44 20.37 20.35 (0.37)
6 1.03 1.00 1.12 0.84~0.14! 21.03 21.01 20.87 20.99 (0.45)
8 1.67 1.28 0.80 0.47~0.21! 21.67 21.49 21.48 21.87

~8,4! 19 0.45 0.42 0.43 0.40 20.45 20.42 20.43 20.38
18 0.95 0.90 0.90 0.64 20.95 20.92 20.92 20.92
20 1.70 1.45 1.22 0.96 21.70 21.59 21.53 21.77
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the secondary gap at the Fermi level~51 meV!, as expected
Additionally, the energy of the first singularity of the con
duction bands was higher by 60 meV in the less symme
arrangement, whereas the effect was small for the hig
conduction bands. The valence bands were hardly affe
by the rotation. A systematic study of the band structure
its orientation dependence in bundles of different chira
will be the subject of a future work.

The bundling moves theG point energies of the lowes
valence and conduction bands in the~6,6! nanotubes close
to the Fermi level. In contrast to isolated tubes, the bund
shifts the two bands by the same order of magnitu
(20.62 eV for the conduction and 0.48 eV for the valen
band!. In Sec. III C we saw that the change in theM-point
energy is indicative of theG-point energies of the othe
bands and the densities of electronic states. We there
might expect a similar change in the electronic dispersion
other bundles as well. In Table II we summarize the energ
at critical points in the Brillouin zone, which we obtained b
different calculations. We included only the first three ban
around the Fermi level within the tight-binding approxim
tion using thep orbitals of graphene. The intertube couplin
induces a shift of the valence- and conduction-band sin
larities, which might be as high as 0.25 eV in the~6,6! and
~8,4! nanotube. The~10,0! nanotube is somewhat peculia
because of the strong splitting of its bands. Note that
valence and conduction bands originating from them57
band in the isolated tube are only separated by 0.2 eV in
bundle, compared to 0.75 eV for the single tube. Moreov
the highest valence band is 0.02 eV above the Fermi leve
the G point ~see Sec. IV B!.

Rao et al.36 recently reported a parametrized calculati
of isolated and bundled armchair nanotubes using
method of Kwonet al.21 They observed differences of sim
lar magnitude in the density of states in isolated and bund
tubes, but—in contrast to us—an increase in the separa
of the valence- and conduction-band singularities. This d
crepancy is partly due to our assumption that the points
vanishing slopes in the band structure reflect the densit
15541
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states in the bundled tube~the van Hove singularities ar
broadened in the bundle!. On the other hand, the band stru
tures calculated by Kwonet al.21 with a parametrized tech
nique underestimate the differences between single tubes
bundles compared toab initio calculations. Raoet al.36 used
the separation between the singularities in the valence
conduction bands to analyze the optical absorption
bundles of carbon nanotubes. For armchair nanot
bundles, however, this analysis includes indirect optical tr
sitions, which are unlikely to occur@see the points of van
ishing slopes in Fig. 6~a!#. A more detailed study should
consider at least the joint density of states if not the opti
transition matrix elements. STM measurements revealed
shift in the first singularity of the density of electronic stat
between an isolated armchair tube and the same nanotub
top of a bundle, while the second singularity belowEF is
slightly at lower energies in the ‘‘bundled’’ tubes.6 Neverthe-
less, it would be interesting to repeat these measurement
small semiconducting zigzag tubes, which we found to
much more sensitive to the intertube interaction.

B. Intratube dispersion

The interaction between nanotubes in a bundle does
only alter thekz band structure, but causes a dispersion in
perpendicular plane as well. In graphite the intralayer disp
sion for thep bands is'1 eV and below; the stronges
dispersion is found for thes* states along theGA direction
~3–4 eV!.19 The band structure of bulk C60 was investigated
by Troullier and Martins,18 who reported bandwidths o
around 0.5 eV.

In Fig. 7 we show the band structure of a bundle of~6,6!
armchair tubes along several high-symmetry lines in the h
agonal Brillouin zone. The panel to the right shows the p
pendicular dispersion at the Fermi wave vector along thz
axis DF . The secondary gap in the bundled tube is ve
clearly seen. We obtain the largest separation at theP point
of the Brillouin zoneDE51.2 eV. Also note the crossing o
the two bands withm53 quantum numbers in the isolate
1-7
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tube @see the dotted lines in Fig. 6~a!, and the discussion in
the text# around64 eV. The bandwidths we obtained pe
pendicular to thez direction are typically between 400 an
600 meV, but might be as high as 900 meV for the two fi
valence bands at theGKM line. The perpendicular disper
sion leads to a broadening of the density of states in bun
tubes. Similarly, the broad and unstructured features foun
absorption experiments12,13 on bundled nanotubes might a
ready be expected from the band structure of a bundle c
posed of a single nanotube species with one important
ception: the first optical transitionE11 coming from the
accidental singularities along theGA direction of the Bril-
louin zone falls into the gap of all other vertical excitation
Optical transitions atk points with kz50 are forbidden in
isolated armchair nanotubes, and will be weak or absen
bundled tubes as well;15 all other transition energies ar
clearly different in energy fromE11. We can take the arm
chair tubes to be representative of metallic tubes withR
53, which refers to almost all metallic tubes for larg
enough diameters (d

.
'1.2 nm). Chiral tubes withR53

have a band structure very similar to armchair tubes; in p
ticular, they possess the same accidental critical point.37,38 In
Raman-scattering experiments, the resonances for the
transition in metallic nanotubes are, therefore, expected t
much more pronounced than the semiconducting resonan
where a similar optical gap is not present~see below!. This is
in very good agreement with Raman experiments on bund
tubes.9,10,39 Rafailov et al.10 normalized their measuremen
to a reference crystal. Indeed, the scattering by meta
nanotubes is very weak outside a well-defined resona
window ~1.6–2.0 eV!, whereas a comparatively strong sign
from the semiconducting nanotubes is found even in the
energy range where they are not expected to be resona

In Fig. 8 we show the band structure of a bundle co
posed of~10,0! nanotubes. The dispersion of the electron
bands perpendicular tokz is less than in armchair nanotube
most of the bands have a widths well below 400 meV. T
large splitting of the first two valence states at theG point
and of both conduction and valence bands at theA point of
the Brillouin zone results in a stronger dispersion of the c
responding states perpendicular tokz as well ~0.4–0.9 eV!.
The most interesting point in Fig. 8 is, however, the disp
sion of the lowest conduction and the highest valence b
in the GKM plane. The conduction band—bending dow

FIG. 7. Band structure of a bundle of~6,6! nanotubes along
several high-symmetry lines in the hexagonal Brillouin zone. T
right panel shows the intratube dispersions at the Fermi wave ve
kzF50.73 Å21 in this calculation.
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when going away from theG point within the plane—crosse
the Fermi level close to theK point of the Brillouin zone. Its
minimum at K has an energy of20.02 eV. The highest
valence band has a hole pocket at theG point ~0.02 eV!. We
thus find the~10,0! nanotube bundle to be metallic in ou
calculation. A reduction of the band gap by intratube int
action is observed in the~8,4! nanotube bundle as well~see
Fig. 9!. Again the lowest valence band bends down along
GKM line with a minimum atK ~0.27 eV!. The minimum is
still above the Fermi level, because the energy at theG point
in the~8,4! nanotube is considerably higher than in the~10,0!
tube and the intratube dispersion narrower~0.13 eV instead
of 0.23 eV!. In general, the band gap of nanotubes scales
the inverse of the diameter. If the intratube dispersion is
the same order in larger diameter tubes, the spanning of
gap by the interaction between the tubes is expected to o
as well. At present, we have no calculation for bundles co
posed of nanotubes with a diameter above 8 Å, which mi
be addressed in a future work.

The dispersion we find in the chiral~8,4! nanotube bundle
in Fig. 9 is again reduced when compared to the zigzag t
bundle in Fig. 8. Only rarely have we found a bandwid
larger than 200 meV. We also stress that in the energy ra
corresponding to excitations in the visible the~8,4! bundles
show a rich band structure in theAHL plane. This might
considerably broaden the absorption bands, as discu
above.

V. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTS

In this section we compare our calculation to STM a
Raman experiments. We show that indeed the discrepan

e
tor

FIG. 8. Band structure of a bundle of~10,0! nanotubes. The two
valence bands next to the Fermi energy are strongly split by
tube intertube interaction. Note that the first conduction band
below the Fermi level at theK point of the hexagonal Brillouin
zone.

FIG. 9. Band structure of a bundle of~8,4! chiral nanotubes. The
x axis between theG andA points was expanded by a factor of 3
1-8
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observed between the STM measurement and the densi
states aboveEF within the tight-binding picture are due t
the rehybridization as suggested by Odomet al.5 A reliable
energy for optical transitions cannot be obtained from
p-orbital tight-binding Hamiltonian.

A. Scanning tunneling microscopy

STM experiments provide the unique possibility of me
suring the density of states on a nanotube of known chira
Thus they allow a direct comparison between first-princip
calculation and experiments. A variety of STM measu
ments on atomically resolved single-walled nanotubes w
reported.3–5,40,41Odomet al.5 measured the density of state
on a ~10,0! nanotube, one of the tubes calculated in t
work.

We compare the experimentally obtained density of sta
of a ~10,0! nanotube to our calculation in Fig. 10. The sha
and relative height of the peaks are in very good agreem
between experiment and theory. In particular, the low-ene
shoulder of the second peak above the Fermi level and
much lower height of the third peak belowEF are very
nicely reproduced. The absolute energies of the peaks, on
other hand, are considerably smaller in theab initio calcula-
tion than in the experimental spectrum. Liet al.42 recently
reported similar discrepancies between experiment
theory for very small nanotubes (d54 Å). Their LDA cal-
culations underestimated the optical transition energies
10–15 %. Also note that the relative energies of thes andp
valence bands in graphite were incorrectly predicted byab
initio methods.19 However, when comparing the absolu
peak positions in the upper and lower traces in Fig. 10,
differences are too large to be attributable to the local-den
approximation. On the other hand, the calculations still sh
a very sharp onset of singularities, whereas the experime
curve is much smoother. When we compare the onsets o
flanks rather than the maxima of the peaks, the calcula
energies are only 10–20 % too small, which is a typical va
for a LDA calculation and was also found by Liet al.42

FIG. 10. Density of states measured by scanning tunneling
croscopy~top! and calculated withSIESTA. Our calculations repro-
duce the main features of the experimental density of states
particular the relative heights of the peaks as is discussed in
text. The energy gap is underestimated by the LDA calculation.
STM data are from Ref. 5
15541
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B. Raman scattering

Raman scattering is widely used to study the electro
structure of carbon nanotubes by resonant transitions.
bulk samples the approximation of Mintmire and White1 was
successfully used to model the absorption of an ensembl
tubes with a homogeneous chirality distribution.9,10The reso-
nant enhancement of the radial breathing mode was
measured on a single tube using a variable excita
energy.11 The width of the resonance window was reported
be'10 meV, much smaller than found in tunneling expe
ments. The disadvantage of Raman scattering, howeve
the unknown chirality of the scattering nanotube. Recen
attempts were made to determine not only the diameter,
also the chirality of a nanotube by Raman scattering.22,43 To
identify possible tubes resonant with the incoming or outg
ing photons, both groups used the tight-binding approxim
tion of the graphenep orbitals with g052.9 eV, as found
on nanotube bundles. Within this model the dependence
the electronic energies on chirality arises mainly from t
trigonal shape of the energy contours around the graphenK
point.14,16 By comparing the intensities of the radial breat
ing modes coming from a number of different tubes, th
adjusted the dependence of the breathing mode on the d
eter until they found good agreement between the expe
and observed intensities. The chirality assignment thus re
heavily on the assumed transition energies. The ques
arises of whether this is indeed a reliable procedure to id
tify a particular (n1 ,n2) nanotube.

To study this question we selected the semiconduc
~10,5! nanotube, which Jorioet al.22 assigned on the basis o
Raman data. We calculated the electronic density of st
with the tight-binding approximation of the graphenep or-
bitals, zone folding of a graphene sheet, and by a fi
principles calculation. The optical transition investigated
the Raman study corresponds to them5624 quantum num-
ber in the~10,5! nanotube.15 In Fig. 11 we compare the den
sity of states obtained by the three models for this particu
band. We found the energetic position of the valence-b
singularity within zone folding to be the same as in the f
calculation of the~10,5! nanotube. We therefore adjusted th
tight-binding approximation to yield the same energy (g0

52.54 eV). The upper scale corresponds to a tight-bind
parameterg052.9 eV, which was found on bundles o
nanotubes. Using the upper scale to compare our calculat
directly to the work by Jorioet al.,22 we find a transition
energy of 1.54 eV in the tight-binding approximation. Th
energy was within the resonance window in Ref. 22 betwe
1.48 and 1.68 eV. Already the zone-folding calculati
shows a smaller separation of the valence- and conduct
band singularities. From anab initio calculation of the~10,5!
nanotube we obtain a transition energy 1.44 eV, clearly o
side the resonant range. Note that the difference between
ab initio and tight-binding calculations is twice as much
the trigonal shape corrections~50 meV!. The error made
when using the tight-binding approach thus makes it imp
sible to use resonances for the assignment of chiralitie
particular nanotubes.
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VI. SUMMARY

We calculated the electronic band structures for isola
and bundled carbon nanotubes, and compared them to z
folding and tight-binding calculations. In the isolated tub
we paid particular attention to the hybridization of thep and
s orbitals of graphene, which are induced by the curvature
the nanotube wall. Whereas the valence bands and the
energy conduction bands (E,1.0 eV) are very well repro-
duced by a zone-folding approximation, deviations on
order of 200 meV were found for the conduction bands
volved in optical transitions. Zigzag nanotubes are parti
larly sensitive to hybridization effects; even in a~19,0! nano-

FIG. 11. Density of states in a~10,5! nanotube for the band with
quantum numberm5624. From bottom to top we show the singu
larities obtained with the tight-binding approximation (p orbitals
only!, the zone folding of the graphene band structure, and anab
initio calculation. The bottomx scale is for energies obtained from
first-principles calculations for a~10,5! nanotube and graphene
within the tight-binding calculation the overlap parameter was
justed to yield the same energetic position for the singularity be
EF as in the first-principles calculation (g052.54 eV). The top
scale corresponds tog052.9 eV; it might be considered to be co
rected for too small a band gap in the LDA approximation.
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tube the energy band derived from thep conduction band at
the grapheneM point is downshifted by 0.3 eV.

We studied the effect of bundling on the electronic sta
on two achiral nanotubes and a chiral nanotube. For m
bands a further shift of theG-point energies toward the
Fermi level on the order of 100 meV was observed. In
semiconducting bundles we found an intramolecular disp
sion of the lowest conduction band, bending down when
ing away from theG point. In chiral~8,4! tubes the band gap
was thereby reduced by 20 % compared to the isolated c
whereas the~10,0! nanotube bundle turned out to be metall
The electronic dispersion perpendicular to the tubes w
found to range from'200 meV in chiral tubes to 1 eV in
armchair nanotubes, which is expected to broaden the d
sity of states as well as optical-absorption bands in nanot
bundles.

Finally, we investigated the validity of the tight-bindin
approximation of graphenep orbitals by comparing its re-
sults to first principles calculations. In general, the agreem
between the two calculations was found to be satisfact
However, the simple tight-binding model is certainly n
suited to predict electronic energies with an accuracy of 1
meV, as assumed recently in the interpretation of Ram
scattering experiments.
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